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ON THE SOLUTION OF THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM
FOR THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL LAPLACE EQUATION

CHRISTIAN CONSTANDA

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. The solution of the Dirichlet problem for the two-dimensional

Laplace equation is obtained as a modified single layer potential by a method

applicable even when the logarithmic capacity of the boundary curve is equal

to 1.

1. Introduction

A classical method for solving the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equa-

tion consists in seeking the solution in the form of a double layer potential

and reducing the problem to a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind

on the boundary of the domain. In [1] it was shown that the boundary inte-

gral operators associated with the harmonic potentials have certain composition
properties that enable us to seek the solution of the Dirichlet problem also as

a single layer potential. This leads to a Fredholm integral equation of the first
kind. The method is successful in R3 (the case discussed in [1]), but breaks

down in R2, because when the logarithmic capacity [2] of the boundary curve

is equal to 1, the corresponding homogeneous equation has nonzero solutions.

Below we propose a simple remedy that appears to eliminate this drawback,

without interfering with the form of the solution as a single layer potential.

The advantage of a technique of this type over the classical one is that here
both the interior and exterior problems are solved by means of one and the same
set of boundary integral equations. For example, in Fichera's method [3] (see
also [4] for a good discussion and illustration) there are two such equations,

involving the unknown density function and an unknown additive constant.

The method proposed in this paper seems to have the further advantage that

it reduces the problem to a single integral equation, and does not require the

computation of any unknown constant that needs to be added to the harmonic

potential. Also, the existence and uniqueness proof avoids differentiation along

the boundary curve (used by Fichera) and can be extended to the Dirichlet

problem for certain two-dimensional elliptic systems with constant coefficients.
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2. Harmonic potentials

Let S+ be a domain in R2 bounded by a closed C2-curve dS, and let

S~ = R2\(S+ U dS). We define the harmonic single and double layer potentials

by

(vtp)(x) = -—      (ln\x-y\)tp(y)ds(y),
(1) 2nJas

(w)W = -^Jds (^y lnl* -y\) rOOds(y),

where x = (xx, x2) is a generic point in R2 , \x-y\ = [(xx-yx)2+(x2-y2)2]xl2,

v is the unit outward normal to dS, and the densities tp and y/ are such that

the above integrals exist even for x 6 95. When x £ dS, we denote these

potentials by v0<p and wow.

Theorem 1. (i) If tp £ C°>a(dS), a £ (0, 1), then the functions

(2) p+(tp) = (vtp)\s+,        p-(tp) = (vtp)\s-

belongto Cx'a(S+) and Cx>a(S-), respectively, and

dp+(tp)     1 , dp-(tp)        1 , ,     om
(3) -^^ = ^tp + w*0g>,     -J^t2 = --(p + w^tp       (ondS),

where wi* is the adjoint of wq , defined by

(^0»(x) = -^^   \^^ln\x-y\)tp(y)ds(y),       x £ dS.

(ii) If y £ Cx-a(dS), a£(0, 1), then the functions

(4)   e+(v) = \{7)ls+      inS+'      e-(v) = \{r)ls-     inS~'
(-jip + Woy/   ondS, (jiy + Woy/   ondS

belong to Cx'a(S+) and Cx'a(S-), respectively.

(In both (i) and (ii) the derivatives on dS are 'one-sided'.)
For the proof of this assertion see, for example, Remarks 1.49 and 1.50 and

Theorem 1.51 in [5, p. 41] (where v  and w are defined without the factor
(2n)~x).

If instead of -^ ln|x - y\ we take the fundamental solution

-=— (ln|x — y\ + c),        c — const,
2n

then we can define the modified single layer potential

(vctp)(x) = -tt- /  (ln|x -y\ + c)tp(y) ds(y) = (vtp)(x) + cptp,
2n JdS

where

Clearly, the corresponding modified double layer potential wcy/ coincides with

wip.
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It is well known [2] that there is a unique density tp such that

(5) (v0<p)(x) = co = const,       pip = -—.
In

The numbers 2nco and e~2n0) are called Robin's constant and the logarithmic

capacity of dS, respectively.

Since, as jjc| —► oo,

ln|x-y| =ln|x| + 0(\x\~x),

from (l)i and (5)2 it follows that

(vtp)(x) = (ptp)ln\x\ + 0(\x\-x),

(6) 1
(v0)(x) =- — ln\x\ + 0(\x\    )   as \x\ -> oo.

In

Theorem 2. If tp £ C°'a(dS) and c ^ 2nco, then vc0tp = 0 implies that tp = 0.

Proof. Let u be the operator defined on C°'a(dS) by

(7) utp = vctp + 2n(ptp)vtp - 2ncopcp.

From (5)-(7) and the assumption that vfatp = 0 we see that

A(utp) = 0   in S~ ,

utp = 0   ondS,

(ucp)(x) = (c - 2nco)ptp + 0(\x\~x)   as |x| -» oo.

The uniqueness of the solution of the exterior Dirichlet problem clearly requires

that (c - 2nco)ptp = 0, and, since c ^ 2nco, we deduce that ptp = 0.

Thus, we have vctp — vtp , and, by (6)] ,

A(vtp) = 0   inS+uS~,

votp - 0   (on dS),

vtp = 0(\x\~x)   as \x\ —► oo.

Using uniqueness arguments again, this time for both the interior and the ex-

terior Dirichlet problems, we find that vtp = 0 in R2. By (2), this means that

dp+(tp)/dv — dp~(tp)/dv = 0. Subtracting (3)2 from (3)i , we now conclude

that cp = 0.

3. Boundary integral operators

The properties of the boundary operators discussed in [1] can also be estab-

lished in R2 for the modified potentials.
Let tp be arbitrary in C0,a(dS). By Theorem 1, we can write

(8) p+(tp)\dS = f£Cx-a(dS),        ^^     =g£C°'a(dS).
av       dS

Since p+(tp) is harmonic in S+ , it admits the Green representation

p+(tp) = vg-wf     inS+,

( x2f = vog-wof   (ondS).
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In view of (2) and (4), this can also be written as

p+(<p) = p+(g)-6+(f)   onS+.

By (8) and Theorem 1, all the terms in this relation belong to Cx'a(S+).

Taking their normal derivatives on dS, replacing dp+(tp)/dv from (8)2 and

dp+(g)/dv from (3)i, and using the notation

(10) «o/=^eC0-W,

we obtain

(11) 2-g = w*o8-nof-

Also, combining (3)i and (8)2, we can write

(12) g=\tp + w*tp.

Replacing / = p+(<p)\as = *W and g from (12) in (9)2 and (11), and taking
the arbitrariness of tp into account, we now find that

(13) WoVo = v0w*,     n0v0 = w*2-\l       onC°'a(dS),

where / is the identity operator.
Starting from the fact that 6+(\p), \p £ Cx'a(dS), is harmonic in £+ and

proceeding in exactly the same way as above, we obtain

(14) «0wo = Wo"o,     v0no = wl-\l       onCx-a(dS).

Theorem 3. The relations (13) and (14) remain valid if vo is replaced by Vq .

Proof. Substituting Vo = vfc - cp in (13) and (14), we see that the assertion is
proved if we show that

w0p=pw*,     «0P = 0       on C°-a(dS),

pn0 = 0   onCx'a(dS).

(By Theorem 1, all these compositions are well defined.)

The double layer potential satisfies (see formulae (1.39) and (1.40) in [5, p.

37])

(15) wl=-l    inS+,        w0l=-2-    (on dS) ,

in other words,

0+(l) = -l    onS+.

Since pip is a constant, from (1)2, (10), (4)i, (15), and the definitions of p

and w* it follows that for tp £ C°>a(dS)

(pw*)tp = p(wl*tp) = J   \-2h~ J    \tlJ^x)m\X~y\)'P^ds^ ds^

= /  (wol)<pds = --ptp = (ptp)wol=wo(p<p) = (wop)cp,
JdS l

(n0p)<p = n0(p<p) = (P<p)n0l = (pip)   ^    = (ptp)-(-l) = 0,
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and for y/ £ Cx'a(dS)

<~»-m->{*%P)-L*%P*-!„«•*"-<>.
as required.

Other useful properties of the boundary integral operators are gathered in the

following assertion.

Theorem 4. (i) | is an eigenvalue of w2, and tp = const the only corresponding

eigenfunctions.

(ii) \ is an eigenvalue of w*2, and the corresponding eigenspace coincides

with that of w* for the eigenvalue -\ .

(iii) If now = 0, then y/ = const.

Proof, (i) The result follows from the fact that

K2 - \I)<P = (w0 - l2I){(wo + x2I)<p) = 0

implies that (wq + \l)cp = 0 (since \ is not an eigenvalue of w0), which, in

turn, implies that tp = const (since -\ is an eigenvalue of ti>o, the correspond-

ing eigenfunctions being arbitrary constants).

(ii) This is proved in exactly the same way as (i).

(iii) By (14)2,

0 = vo(noy) = (v0n0)w = (wl - \l)w,

and (i) yields y/ = const.

4. Interior Dirichlet problem

We seek the solution of the boundary value problem

Aw = 0    inS+,

[    ] u = f   ondS

in the form of a modified single layer potential vctp with c ^ 2nco chosen a

priori. Then the problem reduces to the solution of the Fredholm equation of

the first kind

(17) vc0<P = fi

Theorem 5. The integral equation (11) has a unique C° '"-solution tp if and only

if f £ Cx>a(dS). In this case, tp also satisfies

(18) (w*2 - \I)tp = nofi

Proof. If tp is a C°>Q-solution of (17), then, by Theorem 1, / e Cx-a(dS).

Consequently, we can apply «o to both sides of (17) and use Theorem 3 and
(13)2 to obtain (18).

Conversely, suppose that f £ Cx-a(dS). Then, by (10) and (4)!,

/  n0fds= f  ^£>ds= I A(6+(f))do= f A(wf)do = 0.
JdS JdS     av Js+ Js+

Hence, by Theorem 4(i), (ii) and Fredholm's Alternative, equation (18) is solv-

able in  C°'a(dS)  and its general solution is cp - tpo + acp, where tpo is a
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particular (fixed) solution of (18) and a an arbitrary constant. Using Theorem

3 and (13)2, we can now write

0 = (wo2 - \l)(<Po + a$) - n0f = «o H(<Po + atp) - /].

By Theorem 4(iii), this implies that

vc0(tpo + atp) - f = a' = const,

which, in view of (5), can be rewritten in the form

a' = v^tpo + a(v0<p + cpip) - f = v^tpo + a(co - -^c) - f.

Hence,

Vq<Po - f = a' - alco - —cj = a",

where a" is a specific constant. Setting a'" = 2na"/(c - 2nco), we now con-

clude that tp = tpo + a'"0 £ C°'a(dS) is a solution of (17).
Let tpx and tp2 be two solutions of (17). Then tp = tpx-tp2 satisfies v^tp = 0;

therefore, by Theorem 2, tp = 0, which implies that the solution of (17) is

unique.

5. Comment on uniqueness

Clearly, the representation of the solution of (16) as u = vctp is not unique,

since the density tp depends on the choice of the constant c. However, u itself

is unique, so, for any two distinct numbers cx and c2 , cx / 2nco, c2 # 2nco,

the corresponding densities cpx and tp2 must satisfy VqCPX — v%tp2 = /. By

the definition of vctp , this means that

«o(?>i - <Pi) = c2ptp2 - cxptpx = const,

hence, in view of (5)i,

(19) tpx-tp2 = kip,    c2ptp2- cxptpx = kco,        k = const.

Then, by (5)2,

(20) P<P\-p<Pi = -j^k.

From (19)2 and (20) it follows that 2nco(ptpx - ptp2) = cxpq>x - c2pcp2, which

yields
cx - 2nco

P(P2 = c^2n^P<Px-

Using (20) again, we now find that

i      o     cx-c2
k = 2n-ptpx;

c2-2ncoyY

consequently, by (19)i,

(21) <p2 = tpx + 2nc°2_ 2nlco(p</>1^-
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This equality shows how any solution tp = <p(c) of the integral equation (17)

can be generated once the solution for a particular value of c ^ 2nco has been
found.

6. Exterior Dirichlet problem

Consider the boundary value problem

Au - 0   in 5" ,

(22) u = f   ondS,

u(x) = q ln\x\ + 0(1)   as|jc|-»oo, q = const.

We know already that there is a unique function u = vccp , c±2nco, satisfying

the first two relations (22). However, (22)3 might not hold for this function,

so instead we take u = vc' tp', where tp' = tp + atp , a = const. Then, by (5),

A(vc'tp') = 0   inS~,

Vo1?' = Vo<p + c'ptp + a(vcp + c'ptp)

= v^tp + (c' - c)ptp + aico - —c'\ = f

if

/-,-n /     -,   cptp-aco
23 c'= 2n^-,

2npcp - a

and

vc'tp' = vtp + avf + 0(l) = ipcp- -^-a\ln\x\ + 0(l) = qln\x\ + 0(l)

if

(24) a = 2n(ptp-q).

From (23) and (24) we obtain

(25) c' = 2nco + -(c - 2nco)ptp.

Consequently, if q ^ 0, then the (unique) solution of (22) is

u = vc' (tp + 2n(ptp - q))cp,

with c' given by (25).
When q = 0, the solution of (22) is unobtainable as above, since a = 2npcp

and

vo<P' = f - (c - 2nco)pg>

for any c'; therefore, we cannot choose c ^ 2nco so that ptp = 0: (21), which

gives the arbitrariness in tp , yields

cx - 2nco
p(P2 = c^2n^p(Px-

In this case the solution is, clearly,

u = vc(cp + 2n(ptp)(p) + (c - 2nco)ptp.
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7. Conclusion

The above method enables us to solve both the interior and exterior prob-

lems by means of the same Fredholm equation of the first kind on dS, whose

solution depends only on the boundary data and is expressed as a single layer po-

tential (except if q = 0 in (22), when a (known) additive constant is necessary).

In the interior problem, the arbitrary choice of c ^ 2nco allows an additional

condition, if needed, to be imposed on the density (for example, a special nor-

malization). In the case of the exterior problem, the kernel and density of the

potential are easily adjusted for the solution to comply with any required log-

arithmic asymptotic behaviour. This is particularly useful, for example, if the
physical model we study needs the problem to be solved repeatedly, with the

same data on dS but different far-field constants in the logarithmic term.
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